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lumens Peis

Van:
Aan:

RE: Loot Boxes Study
dinsdag 24 april 2018 17:02:00

Onderwerp;
Datum:

Dear sir|
Thank you for your email. A study by the Netherlands Gaming Authority has revealed that four
of the ten loot boxes that were studied contravene the Betting and Gaming Act (l/l/ef op de

kansspelen, Wok). The reason Is that the content of these loot boxes Is determined by chance
and that the prizes to be won can be traded outside of the game: the prizes have a market
value. Offering this type of game of chance to Dutch players without a license Is prohibited. The
gaming Authority does not make any statements about which loot boxes are In violation of the
law.

Kind regards,
lAdvlsor Communications

Legal and Communication Department
The Netherlands Gaming Authority

Rljnstraat 50|2515 XP |The Hague| The Netherlands
P.O. Box 298|2501 CG|The Hague| The Netherlands

Safeguarding a safe and fair gaming market
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Verzonden: dinsdag 24 april 2018 14:44
Aan: Pers

Onderwerp: Loot Boxes Study
Hi,

I'm a reporter with the Mail on Sunday in London and I came across your loot boxes study.
Gambling, especially when children are at risk, is something we are often interested in. I was
wondering if it would be possible to have a chat about your findings, particularly which games had
'illegal' boxes due to their transferability and what levels of transferability flagged things up (i.e
sanctioned trades or mechanisms that allow black-market trades).
Thanks in advance

eoorter

ail on Sunday
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